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OBSERVAT/0_7V8 FROM THE lDA.lVE'f'WQ.RX OF..THE .. MOMEN.T 
TENSOR OP THE OAXACA EART!lQ'cAKE, NOVENLBER 29, 1978 

RESUMEN* 

T .. <;. MASTERS** 
J. BERGER** 
ahdF. GILBERT** 

Para deterrninar el!Il.eca!1ism.o. fo(!al del te!Ilblol'•de Oax~ca del 29 de nol'iembre de.1978 ~e 
usa.n datos.de 8 estaciones de lDA .. Asumiendo que la funcioh' de tiempo tiene la forma de uri 
escalon, se calcula hr funcion de Green pata cada estaci&n inediante fa• superposiCion de U 17 
modos para el modelo. ·I 066 A (perfo,dos maYores de 80 seg). Eltensor demomentos.se .obti~me 
por me.diod·e· Un analisis en el d9mlnio de) iiempouti!izando eJ• meto.do de mfoimos Cuadra.dos 
y la desco~1p~sicion en v'alores singulares: Resultados muy prelirriinares indican un momento es-
1cala:r de aproximadamente 2-3 x 1020 N. M. {2-3 xd 0~1 dinas c<'m). 

* Traducido y adaptado del.resumen en ingles publicado en Earthquake Notes, 49, 4, p. 46, 
1978. (Notn del Editor). 
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The Oaxaca earthquake was well recorded by eight IDA (International 
Deployment of i\cceleromett';Ts) stations and these quality long period 
digital records have been u:,;ed to determine the source mechanism. 

The theoretical development of Gilbert and Dziewonski (1975) is 
follo-wed and we quote only the result that the response for a point 
source and a step time function is given by 

~ (r: a' t) = ~ (r:_ a' ro, t). f (t) (1) 

I, is the radius of the Earth, r
0 

is the source depth and G is a Green's 
.a. .· . . . ·. ·.. ·.• •. ' .. · .. 

function·· computed by summing··ll•l7.modes (perfod.greatertha.n 80s.). 
f is a linear vectorof the six cornp0nerits of the moment rate.tensor. 
The data and Green's. functions were low-period pass filtered (filter 
corner at 160 secs falling off at 36 db per octave} and decimat~d by 2. 
T;:quation (1) w!ls. solved by singular value decomposition in both the 
time and frnqut~ncy domain and it was found that it was not possible 
to give a satisfactory fit to the amplitudes of all the stations. Numerical 
experiments have shown that this is not due to a more complex source 
time history than has been assumed !but is probably due to large scale 
later~l heterogeneity in the vicinity ofthe source. Hmvever the results 
di.d ·.i.ndicate. that the majority of the t~<i~aJion pattern could h~ ex}llainc 
ed by a double couple source. ,A.seru:ch .. .was .performed to find t,he 
optirpum doubfo couple to'fit the data: If the strike, dip and slip of the 
fault plane ... are spc~ifi1:1d thef yec.tor c.anh.e calculated f()r a normalized 
double couple source. (A normalization of 1020 Nm was chosen.) 
Performing the dot product in (1) gives 

(2) 
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where ~ is a synthetic seismogram and 'VI is the moment of tht~ earth
quake (in units of 1020 Nm). Equation (2) can be m;ed to calculate a 
moment for each station 

I J
lh 

M =[a ·a s · s -p -p -p -p -p (3) 

where pis the station index. 
The optimum double couple is chosen as that which gives the most 

uniform moment acro.ss the stations. The results are summarized in 
Table 1 and compared with the m()ments given by the double Coll.ple 
orientation inferred from first motion studies (Reichle, personal com
munication). The slip direction is measured clockwise from the strike 
direction in the plane of the fault and 270° slip corresponds to a pure 
thrust. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study. The first is that a 
second order moment tensor description may not be adequate for 
shallow sources even at the low frequencies considered here (l-6 mHz) 
and higher order moments may he required to give a good fit to the 
radiation pattern. 

The first motion double couple orientation does not describe the 
amplitudes seen at the IDA stations at all wdL The moments calculated 
at individual stations vary by as much as 50 percent from the average 
moment. It should also be noted that the indeterminacy in the depth 

·gives a large variation in moment. The deeper sources have less excited 
fundamental modes than shallower sources and need a correspondingly 
larger momf::',nt to fit the data. The double couples which give the most 
uniform fit to the "power" at the ID.A stations have similar strike dip 
and slips although the dips are much steeper than the first motion 
studies indicate. The minimum variation in moment is 18 percent from 
the average moment for model 1066B with a source depth of 20 km. 
Because the IDA instruments are calibrated to an accuracy of 1 percent 
(Bergt~r el al., 1979), this variation must still he regarded as unacceptable 
and a mo.re complicated model of the source required. 
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M:>del Depth Strike( 0 ) Dip( 0 ) Slip( 0 ) 
Av. Moment 

(km) (x lo20Nm) 

1066B 20 290. 40 260 1. 75 0.64 

·· 1066B 40 .280 40 270 :2•59 1.44 

1066A 20 290 50 260 1.98 0,84 

l,%A 40 280 30 270 ';..79 1.42 

First Motibn 

1066B 20 JOO ;15 270 J.59 2.71 

io66B 40 JOO 15 270 5.Jl 4.'78 

1066A 20 JOO 15 270 4.24 3.67 

1066A 4.0 300· 15 270 4.94 4,09 

' 2o km and·4o kilt and Table 1. Optimum double couples.calculated for depths 

M,r.t,h .mRd!=ls .106~A~ anq 1066B. The spread qf.the.moments (M - M . ) .p l!lilX p mn. 

has been minimized. 
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